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Q UAT R E AU C o l l e c t i o n m u l t i f u n c t i o n t a p s

Touch
One tap, five functions – the only
touchscreen tap of its kind.
Quatreau Touch™ is the most stylish
and technologically advanced
multifunction tap on the market. Its
touchscreen control panel dispenses
boiling, chilled, sparkling, hot and
cold filtered water as standard,
with several built-in safety features
and thermostatically controlled
temperatures.
The complete kitchen tap, Quatreau
Touch™ assists with food and drinks
preparation, hand and dish washing
and eliminates both the kettle and
plastic bottled water.

DESIGN innovation
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INSTANT
BOILING
Providing instant boiling water on demand
eliminates the need for kettles and associated
time staff can take preparing hot beverages.
A Quatreau Touch™ or SmartTap™ provides a
safer method of dispensing boiling water and
an altogether more efficient use of energy by
maintaining temperature and delivering only
what is required.
Dispensing high volumes of near boiling water
(98 degrees) the Quatreau Touch and Quatreau
SmartTap meets the needs and requirements of
most busy offices.
Where extremely high volumes are required,
the Quatreau Infinite Collection (available in
Touch or SmartTap formats) will deliver unlimited
quantities of boiling water, making it ideal for
very large breakout and hospitality areas.

DESIGN innovation

Everyday uses
Tea • Coffee • Blanching •
Sterilising • Pre-heating •
Poaching • Steaming • Vegetable
preparation
Safe handling
Quatreau Touch boiling safety
function requires a three step
touch sequence to activate. Auto
cut-off after 60 seconds. Outer
hoop of the tap remains cool to
touch to prevent scalding.
The perfect temperature
Tea and coffee are best prepared
using water that’s just come
off the boil. Quatreau® taps
deliver at the ideal temperature
of approximately 98°C thereby
avoiding the spitting and
spluttering associated with higher
temperatures.
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INSTANT
CHILLED
Nothing is more refreshing than beautifully
chilled filtered water in the workplace. It is
common knowledge that dehydration leads
to headaches and lethargy so making chilled
water available to your staff not only improves
welfare but is likely to enhance performance.
For meetings, why not serve in a glass jug
with slices of citrus fruit and mint for the ideal
accompaniment to your work environment.
Alternatively we can supply branded bottles
that can be refilled time and again thereby
reducing your company’s carbon footprint
whilst eliminating the need to stock bottled
water for meeting rooms.

DESIGN innovation

INSTANT
SPARKLING
Never has sparkling water tasted so good.
Encourage your staff to drink more water
throughout the day with the sparkling option.
Refill branded bottles for your meeting rooms
to reduce waste and carbon footprint.

HOT & COLD
WATER
Quatreau Touch™ saves water by dispensing
mains tap water at the perfect pre-set
temperature for rinsing and washing. Simply
touch the lower left quadrant once. The
temperature is thermostatically pre-set to
40ºC and delivered in a controlled stream to
prevent splashing. This eliminates the need
to waste water adjusting the temperature by
mixing hot and cold. A great way of saving
both time and water.
For cold tap water double touch the same
icon. A great addition to corporate kitchens
and breakout areas.
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DESIGN INNOVATION
STYLE

The Quatreau® collection brings style,
substance and unbeatable technology to your
business. The innovative touchscreen control
panel of Quatreau Touch™ will be the talking
point of your workplace and the Quatreau
SmartTap™ with LED-lit buttons and optional
recessed drip tray brings compact convenience
to any commercial environment. Available
in either brushed or polished stainless steel
finishes, our design team is happy to produce
bespoke finishes on request, including bespoke
drip tray designs.
Kitchen, hospitality and breakout areas are
streamlined with Quatreau®, which eliminates
the need for a kettle and saves valuable
countertop space. You can also forget about
bottled water deliveries, for reduced clutter
and maximized convenience.

DESIGN innovation

FUNCTION

Quatreau® is the culmination of over
a decade’s continuous research and
development. With a modular choice of water
options including Boiling, Chilled, Sparkling
and Ambient (plus thermostatically controlled
hand-Hot and Cold on QuatreauTouch™), your
business boasts the latest technology. High
and low-volume configurations are available
for any commercial kitchen, restaurant, office
or hospitality area including breakout areas,
lounges, waiting rooms and receptions.
Quatreau® taps are made entirely in Great
Britain for exceptional build quality and
reduced environmental impact. We use only
the best, WRAS approved, materials including
316 stainless steel for durability and longevity
and ultra reliability, which means we can offer
a 24 month warranty. Quatreau Touch™ fits
a 24 inch cabinet and requires no ventilation;
Quatreau SmartTap™ comes with ventilation
kit supplied as standard with all commercial
chiller units.

SUSTAINABILITY

Cut your environmental impact with
Quatreau®. Chilled and Sparkling water on tap
means you’ll never need to arrange plastic or
glass bottled water deliveries again; so that’s
reduced carbon footprint, zero food miles and
no plastics waste.
Quatreau® tap systems are the most energy
and water efficient on the market, further
saving environmental resources.
PureH2O is the only brand to have a certified
95% reduction in carbon footprint (Best
Foot Forward) versus that of bottled water.
Quatreau SmartTap™ is 33% more energy
efficient than a kettle, so you’re winning on
every front.
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